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                                   Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans was born on July 30:1962: At the Heilig 
                                   Hartziekenhuis: Lier: Antwerp: Belgium: Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans’ 
                                   favorite activity as a child was making model airplanes: One day he 
                                   threw them all out the window: They flew: Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans’ 
                                   first job was pouring out buckets of carrots on a whatsyoucallit for 8 bl* 
                                   hours on his birthday rvwydvkw^&5: Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans’ 
                                   mother was born in Duffel: Belgium: Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans had 
                                   to phone for this information: No one had previously ever asked him 
                                   this: Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans’ father was born in Houtvenne: Belgium: 
                                   As a child Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans lived first in Duffel: Belgium: Then 
                                   Lier: Belgium: Then Booischot: Belgium: As a child Dirk Jan Egied 
                                   Vekemans loved reading: He can only remember loving reading: 
                                   Now: Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans lives in Kessel-lo near Louvain: 
                                   Belgium: As an adult Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans loves beautiful 
                                   female humans: Music + it used to be hanging out in bars now it’s 
                                   working on his Neue Kathedrale Des Erotischen Elends: New 
                                   Cathedral Of Erotic Misery:  http://www.vilt.net  Dirk Jan Egied 
                                   Vekemans’ favorite animal is the family dog Neo: Pronounced the 
                                   Dutch way: Nao: Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans’ favorite idea is the way 
                                   up and the way down are one and the same: Dirk Jan Egied 
                                   Vekemans’ favorite object is last year's A4 scrapbook filled with 
                                   poems and some painting activity: Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans earns 
                                   his living webde-singing & programming @ home & 3 or 4 days a 
                                   week in Alken: Belgium: The aim of the art of Dirk Jan Egied 
                                   Vekemans is for the works to seem to want to define themselves or 
                                   create beauty while failing to do so: The aim of the life of Dirk Jan 
                                   Egied Vekemans is something containing his life:An absence and 
                                   some other stuff some of which is containing the aim of his life: 
                                   And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another bird 
                                   builder woman builder man builder child builder storm builder 
                                   sunset builder sea builder river builder forest builder code builder sunrise 
                                   builder winterset builder flower builder verstand toren kunst aannemer too: 
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                      Vekemans lo               ved 
                          reading: H             e can  
                             only reme          mber  
                               loving re        ading: 
                                 Now: Di      rk Jan 
                                   Egied Ve kemans               
                                 lives in Kessel-lo             
                                    near Louvain: Be                                            lgium: 
                                     As an adult Dirk J                                          an Egied       
                                     Vekemans loves b                                     eautiful female 
                                     humans: M u s i c  +  i t                           used to be hanging 
                                    out in bars now it’s                                 working on his Neue 
                                  Kathedrale Des Er                   otischen Elends: New   
                                                                                                 Cathedral Of Erotic Misery:  

                              
                                 http://www.vilt.net                      
                         Dirk Jan EgiedVekemans’ 
                 favorite animal is his  dog 
        Neo: Pronounced the Dutch                                                                               
                                   way: Nao: Dirk Jan Egied Vekemans’                     favorite idea is the way 
                                   up and the way down are one and                   the same: Dirk Jan Egied 
                                   Vekemans’ favorite object is last year's                A4 scrapbook filled with       
                                   poems and some painting activity: Dirk             Jan Egied Vekemans earns 
                                                   his living webde-singing        & programming @ home            & 3 or 4 days a 
                                                  week in Alken: Belgium:      The a im  o f  the a r t  of           Dirk Jan Egied 
                          Vekemans is for the works to seem to                        want to define themselve              s or 
                       create beauty while failing to do so:                      The aim of the life of Dirk             Jan 
                 Egied Vekemans          is something con                             taining his life:An absence and                   M a k i n g   T h e   W o r d 
                 some other stuff         some of which is                             containing the aim of his life: 
                                   And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another bird 
                                   builder woman builder man builder child builder storm builder 
                                   sunset builder sea builder river builder forest builder code builder sunrise 
                                   builder winterset builder flower builder verstand toren kunst aannemer too:                       
                                                                                                                                                                                Peter Paul Rubens Silver Pink flesh 

http://www.vilt.net


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: 
 
 
 
 
 
                                              Good eveningk, good morningk, good inkgingk all,one of the ideas i am playing around with today is of "establishing" 
                                              material links to my Cathedral. A mail address i have been writing to gave me the idea. It isn't a real idea , it's just a collection of things or 
                                              words i noticed floating around lately. 
 
                                              As you now know, or should know by now, my Cathedral is something trying to define itself in lots of ways, one of which is an Absent Cathedral  
                                             located at http://www.vilt.net/nkdee ( some folk insist on calling it virtual, iprefer the term Absent) although it is difficult to maintain a URL is an actual 
                                             location so it is perhaps better to assume the exact location of my Cathedral is in Kessel-lo, a small suburban area near Louvain in Belgium, Europe. 
 
 
                                              Well, er, ahum, i'm just making this up as i type but some places on the earth globe would be kinda overcoded by the Cathedral, petitions would be 
                                              send to local authorities to recognise the place as being part of the Globally Absent Cathedral, meaning that the area described precisely would 
                                              become officially Nomansland, not belonging to humans any more. 
 
                                              The only activity allowed within Nomansland is Garbage Collecting and Processing, but since humans are not allowed within the designated area 
                                              everything would have to be automated. The Country where this Chosen Spot is situated should publically renounce all legal claims to the exactly 
                                              described territory.Since there is no way in telling what the actual Cathedral might look like or become or behave, no garantuees could be 
                                              offered so the only thing in return the Country in question would receive is a Pledge of Good Faith from all of us, the humans of this planet. I'll see 
                                              what i can do to translate the words "We, the humans on planet Earth Pledge to [the Country, goverment of] that we believe the hereby initialised but 
                                              Absent Cathedral has no intention whatsoever to harm or hurt your people in any way. Instead we think initialising this Cathedral will be benificial for 
                                              everyone living in your Country". I would personally prefer to choose placeswhere the standard of living is miserable to pretty low because these 
                                              places tend to be more in need of Cathedrals then the affluent regions of ourglobe. Naturally there is no-one in Charge of the Cathedral, how on  
                                              earth could you run a thing that isn't there. 
 
                                              Within such area something we would now call a a server center would be established that would offer, in return for electricity and a T1 cable 
                                              connection, free access to all Garbage Processing Facilities (GPF) for all people living within a 100 km range of the Zone (GBF might be software 
                                              running in web-interface mode, i don't know the thing will have to further define itself, i imagine it having a lot to do with what now is called Open 
                                              Source Software, Free Art Licenced code, we'll have to see about that, iguess it will involve a lot of that ai stuff too). Please not that the Cathedral  
                                              Zones like my Cathedral as mentioned above, would require no religious or political interpretation but of course one cannot forbid anybody to interpret 
                                              anything the way they want. Heck i've heard people describing my Absence as Art too, as if anybody would ever pay to see it while everybody knows  
                                              It's not there. Soit. as you know most of the problems concerning Open source and Free stuff is that they tend to end up being very Closed and Expensive 
                                              or Unsuitable for Local needs, so perhaps if you provide some initial pseudo magical, auratical or whateveryoucallthelack material bonding or tangible 
                                              vinculum to the thing it might head off in a more Rapid Deployement Mode, which er, with all the tycoons and stuff i think might be a NotSoBadIdea. 
 
                                              Anyway, people wanting to access the GPF from further away would have to pay per visit to the authorities of the Country where the Cathedral is  
                                              situated in a ratio decided on the difference between the local connection cost and the BP of the country they live in on the one hand and the local  
                                              connection cost/BP of the Hosting Country on the other hand. 
 
                                              In order to establish the Zones, we would need to follow this order or sequence of events strictly ( i know this from experience, you can bs around 
                                              as much as you like but you need to get the protocol right from the start. I call this the Cathedral Initialisation Protocol but you can call it the 
                                              Great Mickey Mouse Ticker Parade for all i care) : 
 
                                              - someone living in an area remote from Kessel-lo (that's where i live, here in Belgium) would choose a small piece of land that nobody seems to want. 
                                              The area need not be greater than 50 or 100 m². Perhaps it would be best to check with some geographic institutes to make sure there's no oil or gas 
                                              underneath cause we're running short on that and there's likely to be some mess where such things are still beneath the surface. As a general rule i 
                                              think we'd better avoid any property that is considered valuable in any way. It is however highly recommended to pick a place in whose surroundings  
                                              lot's of people live (see below) 
 
                                              - as many local people as possible would be asked to deliver "artistic"materials such as drawings, hand written texts, photographs, 
                                              statues or minitatures, artisanal produces, poems, embroideries, cuttings, paintings to the place in order to sell them at 27 september of the year of 
                                              initialisation. It is absolutely required that the local Garbage would be collected by anonymous Cathedral workers by going from human dwelling place 
                                              to human dwelling place (door to door if there are any) in what is known as a Counter Clockwise Psychogeografic Spiral Pattern: you start with your 
                                              back facing the designated area and your face facing East and then you move right towards the first human dwelling place (door) 
 
                                              - The money collected by this initial sale would go into providing an absolute minimum of building at the place; a roof, 4 walls and a door. The 
                                              building should be constructed windowless and should provide the possibility of having a second floor and a staircase leading there. If the money 
                                              provided by the art sale is not sufficient (it never will be) a big trunk or log of wood should be acquired and inscribed with the words HABET CASAM 
                                              (this is Latin for "It has a house", i prefer to use Latin for things like this because the Roman empire is no longer with us so nobody can accuse the 
                                              Protocol from being favorite to any living language or the people who speak it. The words should be painted yellow ochre with Chinese Watercolour  
                                              paint of the trademark "Marie's" and varnished in three layers with boat varnish. Well someone needs to get rich of a project like this or it wouldn't be a 
                                              project so it might as well be the people producing this excellent and very cheap Watercolour paint with which innumerable Masterful pieces of Garbage 
                                              were and are being produced. Let us be generous and call it a small sacrifice to Capitalism as we used to know it in Thoughtfull Memory of its Sweatshops. 
 
                                              - Please note that at this point the Cathedral is still absent and will remain that way indefinetely. Having a house doesn't imply being present, 
                                              you can check most of the worlds legal code on that. 
 
                                              - At th end of the year of initialisation (31 december) an international Call for Garbage would be initialised on the Network to deliver material remnants 
                                              of "artistic", "creative" activity. At this stage no code would be accepted, only material stuff (things you can touch). Several known Artists will be asked 
                                              to start sending out chain-like letters in a 16-bit resolution way (one Artist sends 16 letters containing 1 material "artistic" abject, a piece of Garbage 
                                              to 16 people She knows with the request for that person to send 15 people a similar request and Her reworking of the received Garbage to the designated 
                                              New Cathedral Address . Local museums, cafés, restaurants and libraries would be requested to store the Garbage at a place where people can see it 
                                              until further notice. Local People would be encouraged to upload pictures of the Collected Garbage to the Network (aka Internet/ www). It should be 
                                              noted that at this time the Collected Garbage is now officially the property of the Nomansland and the Absent Cathedral in It, so everybody should be 
                                              dealing with objects very carefully because you never know what the initialised but as yet Absent Cathedral might come up with in the way of 
                                              retaliation for Damaged or Incorrectly Processed Garbage 
 
                                              - In the year following the year of initialisation on 17 september all the Collected Garbage would need to be put on sale for a ten day bidding period 
                                              using (preferable) an Open Source bidding web-application working like the Ebay stuff. It is recommended that the Local people running the Local 
                                              Museums etc who where asked to store the Garbage Collection provisionally should have a meeting on say the first of september to decide which 
                                              web-application to use. The discussion should be held by these people while walking away from the Chosen Spot in the same Counter Clockwise 
                                              Psychogeografic Spiral Pattern untill they reach an agreement. As a general recommendation the procedure of walking away from the Cathedral in a  
                                              CCPSP is a good way to reach decisions concerning the Cathedral whenever a group of people think there are in fact decisions to be made. In general  
                                              that shouldn't happen to often, by now you should have understood that Cathedrals have a comfortable habit of taking care of themselves, although  
                                              of course the presence of some Authoring Processes is required to keep things going for longer than today. 
 
                                              -Perhaps the only other thing to say is how the financial stuff should be arranged. I propose The United Nations or some bozo should be requested  
                                              to register a domain name NKdeE.org or something and that consequently a mail adress would be created there like world@... that would get a 
                                              Paypal-like account so that everybody can pay to that account when acquiring Cathedral Garbage. Perhaps the UN folks should first initialise a little 
                                              private Cathedral in New York say at Ground Zero or something and the aforementioned bozo at hie bozo place so that they can all walk away from 
                                              that to decide on the details, cause once you're at this level you need a lot of the walking away stuff i think. 
 
                                              Most other things would most likely take care of themselves, i think. Well, heck i don't know perhaps it would be nice to produce our Garbage with 
                                              Something Absent in Mind instead Immortality or 3,25 minutes of Fame or a Load of Cash , but i guess i'm a bit of a weirdo, so if you like the idea, 
                                              and you're better at this kinda thing, change it some, translate it in your terms or completely, cut my name of it and send it around to some other mail 
                                              addresses, i'll now go back to minding my own business, i still need to do a painting of the Cathedral-Mother Dropping Her Soap in the Shower just a 
                                              Moment Ago for instance. 
 
 
                                              greetings, 
 
                                              dv, 
                                              June 8, 2006 
 
                                              Central Authoring Process of the 
                                              Neue Kathedrale des erotischen Elends 
                                              http://www.vilt.net/nkdee 
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                            Die Kathedrale des erotischen Elends or KdeE: Kurt Schwitters 1887-1948:  Later called the 
                            Merzbau: Was a combination of collage sculpture and architecture: Begun in a corner of Schwitters' 
                            studio in Hanover: Germany around 1923 it gradually expanded into the family living area:  
                            It was destroyed by bombs in 1943: His Merzbau in Norway burned in 1993: His Merzbau in 
                            The Hatton Gallery: University of Newcastle: Newcastle upon Tyne: England: Is unfinished: 
 
 
 
 
  


